Determination of the differential effects of hydrogen bonding and water release on the binding of FK506 to native and Tyr82-->Phe82 FKBP-12 proteins using free energy simulations.
We use the thermodynamic integration technique to calculate the free energy associated with the Tyr82-->Phe82 mutation (Y82F) in the protein FKBP-12, both free and bound to known inhibitor FK506 (tacrolimis). We find that the net difference in free energy for the two changes is 0.85 kcal/mol, with the binding of FK506 relatively more favorable for the native protein than the mutant. This net energy compares very favorably with the experimentally measured value of 0.60 kcal/mol. The results indicate that the relatively better binding of FK506 to the native protein is driven by the favorable entropy associated with the release of water molecules from the protein when the ligand binds. For a variety of reasons, modest size of the system, smallness of the change being examined, rapid convergence of the ensemble that needs to be determined and use of statistical estimates to control sampling, we have been able to carry out atypically reliable and reproducible free energy calculations for this protein system. Free energy changes for the two simulations (Y82F FKBP-12/FK506 and Y82F FKBP-12) have been calculated a total of eight times each, to compare a variety of different methodological choices and to ensure that the results are statistically significant. Detailed analysis of the free energy results has been carried out, and indicates that even when applicable, deconvolution of the total free energy into components can be very difficult, that the statistical error estimates can give a reasonable bound on the error in a simulation, and that one must be careful to use the same simulation protocol in all simulations being compared.